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SFO's Don Giovanni: A Convincing Case for a World Beyond
Repair
June 24, 2022 | By Thomas May, Musical America

SAN FRANCISCO—The flames are already flickering as the
overture begins in the new production of Don Giovanni
directed by Michael Cavanagh at San Francisco Opera. Set and
projection designer Erhard Rom’s accompanying visuals
establish a scenario of civilizational destruction as the
backstory for what is about to transpire onstage.

The final installment of the Mozart-Da Ponte Trilogy that
Cavanagh and his team have created for SFO over the last
three years, this decidedly dystopian interpretation fast
forwards the cycle’s unifying symbol—the Great American
House that serves as its unit set—into a grim near future. It
started out as a manor house in the 1780s for Figaro (staged
in 2019), signaling a sense of bright hope for the future. The
edifice then morphed into a country club resort in the crisis-
ridden late 1930s for Così fan tutte (seen last fall). But the
clock has moved forward another 150 years to the 2080s for
Don Giovanni, with the mansion now fallen into ruins following
an unspecified cataclysm.

An identifiable albeit futuristic era may be what the production
intends to imply, but this premise seems closer to a vaguely
mythic setting and is more archetypal in effect. Cavanagh
doesn’t seem particularly interested in tracing out a uniquely
American decline, despite the repeated rearrangement of flats
decorated with ripped U.S. flags to represent the house’s
exterior.

Or maybe we are meant to assume we’ve simply reached the
end of history, the total negation of all illusions of American

“progress.” Constance Hoffman’s costumes turn history into a free-for-all romp juxtaposing different eras. We
first meet Don Giovanni apparently cosplaying as a figure from the American Revolutionary War (his disguise?);
Donna Elvira flits about the stage bedecked like Hollywood royalty from the golden age of movies; while Zerlina
and Masetto are distinguished by their steampunk outfits. The chorus appears as a ragtag, scavenging mob, at
times bringing to mind a small army of zombies.

What made this such an engaging production (I attended June 18) was the synergy between the exceptionally
well-balanced cast and Cavanagh’s intricate, probing exploration of how these characters interact. Emphasizing
the lyricism of the title role, Étienne Dupuis only enhanced the sense of unchecked, brutally abusive power—a
serenading monster prone to violent outbursts. He also set the tone for the high level of physical acting and
gestural choice that was sustained by the ensemble. Luca Pisaroni fully inhabited the part of Leporello, his
expert comic timing amped by delectable phrasing.

All three women rejected stereotypes to deliver
nuanced portrayals, in the process illuminating the
catastrophic range of Don Giovanni’s destructive
path. Adela Zaharia matched laser-focused pitch with
genuine emotion as Donna Anna, foregrounding the
opera’s somber and tragic elements in each of her
scenes. Offering some of the evening’s most
transportive singing, Nicole Car made Donna Elvira
into a multifaceted character powerful enough to
momentarily unnerve Giovanni (her real-life
husband) with her rage but capable of a compassion
infinitely beyond his ken. As a knife-flashing Zerlina,
Christina Gansch projected a sense of pluckiness
tinged with a bit of S&M. Her character was further
fleshed out by the rare inclusion of a lengthy duet
between Zerlina and Leporello in the second act that Mozart added for the 1788 Vienna production.

Amitai Pati was an earnest, suave-voiced Don Ottavio. As Masetto, Cody Quattlebaum fell short of the rest of
the cast in vocal strength but was well-matched with Gansch’s vivid acting. Thrillingly sepulchral as the
Commendatore, bass Solomon Howard was required to sing offstage in his posthumous guise, while a 24-foot-
tall head does duty as his monument, splitting apart in the final scene to swallow the unrepentant rake.
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WHO'S BLOGGING

The grimness of the denouement was already anticipated by dark, violent accents in Bertrand de Billy’s account
of the overture. Aside from some moments of slack coordination, he conducted with subtlety and passion. In
the epilogue, a ray of hope was allowed back in—literally, thanks to Jane Cox’s lighting—but even with its
flashes of comic wit, Cavanagh’s production left a lingering aftertaste of a world beyond repair.

Don Giovanni continues through July 2.

Top: Etienne Dupuis as Don Giovanni and Adela Zaharia as Don na Anna; Dupuis is confronted by the
Commendatore (sung offstage by bass Solomon Howard)

Photos by Cory Weaver for SF Opera
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